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INTERNATIONAL BEST SELLER - TRANSLATED INTO 5 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES! Paracord

Fusion Ties - Volume 2 (PFT-V2) is the second installment in the paracord fusion ties book series

and another stunning achievement by author J.D. Lenzen. Like Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 1,

PFT-V2 reveals innovative and stylish ways of storing paracord for later use. So once again

you&apos;ll find crisp, clear, full-color photographs (over 950 in all!), coupled with succinctly written,

easy to follow step-by-step instructions for bracelets, straps, and key fobs, as well as medallions

and other storage ties that will keep your paracord on-hand and ready for deployment. Still PFT-V2

doesn&apos;t stop there! It also provides directions for ties and techniques that represent the next

level in paracording knowledge--the making of practical paracord objects. Primarily designed to

provide survival and/or tactical advantages, practical paracord objects are in themselves useful.

That is, they provide benefits to those who tie them, in real time; as opposed to when they&apos;re

unraveled and the cord within them used. Examples of the practical paracord objects in PFT-V2

include: Bush Sandals, Emergency Snow Goggles, No-Slip Machete Grip, Single-Cord Rock Sling,

and more; including pouches, baskets, secret compartment fobs, and tactical ties.Featuring

instructions for 35 awe-inspiringÂ paracord designs, PFT-V2 is an epic step forward in the craft of

fusion knotting and a must have book for anyone serious about learning paracord ties!Foreword by

The Paracordist.
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J.D. Lenzen is the creator of the highly acclaimed YouTube channel ''Tying It All Together'' and the

producer of over 250 instructional videos. He's been formally recognized by the International Guild

of Knot Tyers (IGKT) for his contributions to knotting, and is the originator of fusion knotting--the

creation of innovative knots and ties through the merging of different knot elements or knotting

techniques. He lives and works in San Francisco, California.

This book is the follow up to Paracord Fusion Ties, also by J.D.Lenzen. I make paracord bracelets,

key fobs, etc., so this is a go to book for many ideas. I refer to it quite oftem when making items.I

purchased this on my Kindle, After I purchased the first book on my Kindle, I said I would buy the

second as a real book. Sometimes, navigating the Kindle while trying to tie a knot is a little tough.

Also, you have to go to the index to find knots. There is no pictoral guide to find what you are

looking for. Those were my only problems with a book like this. My OCD demanded that I buy this

as a Kindle, though, so both books would match. :) The Kindle does have a few benefits, though. I

can screen save a couple of pictures and put them together to help me visualize the knot and I can

always have the book with me, so I can tie knots wherever I go.Highly recommended book for

anyone who makes things with paracord, jute, twine, or rope/cord of any sort.A recommendation for

updates and further volumes in this series. Have a pictoral index of knots at the end of the book with

links to the pages. This can save a lot of time when trying to find the exact know youwant. Other

than that, these books are perfect.

Wish I could give fractional stars, but I'm going with 4 for this review (kindle edition). I loved the

photos of all the steps involved in the various projects and the descriptions are good as well. The

level of detail is such that you can simply pick a tie and follow the steps without having gone through

all the others. Some of the ties refer back to specific knots in earlier ties (mostly the various

diamond knots), but they are clearly linked and easy to navigate through. My only complaint is that

the layout of the projects are spread across too many pages in the kindle apps. Landscape renering

results in 2-3 pages or even more for a single knot and portrait is even more with a single photo and

few lines of text per page. If I could get the kindle app to render 3-4 photos per page with smaller

photos (you can always enlarge an individual photo in the reader apps I've used) this would

probably be a 5 star review. I bought this specifically for the pouches section but have used several

of the other ties (sinnets mostly) and find the instructions to be very complete. Make sure you get

volume 1 as well, both are great.



According to my teen son, this book is awesome!!! He is a paracord junkie but had no idea you

could do the things shown in this book. The quality of the book is excellent and the photos are quite

clear. I'm even tempted to try a couple of the projects, myself!As a side note, the first book we

ordered for Christmas had a printing mistake that left pages in the wrong order. When I reported the

error and received a new copy of the book (which  did very promptly, I might add), it had been

shipped in a padded envelope and arrived with one of the corners of the book all bent up. I was

disappointed in that and will be returning it as well, but that is not a reflection of the book itself.

J.D. has managed to get me into paracord knotting and this books are nothing short of amazing.

They offer great step by step instructions and for the most part, are easy to master after a couple

tries. If there is anything I can complain about its that 90% of these ties have already been shown to

use via his Facebook page. While that is not a bad thing, its a little but of a bummer for those who

have followed his work every week hoping to get a bunch of new ties out of his latest book. None

the less, I would consider this book a MUST HAVE for any para cord knotter from beginner to

expert. The pouch instructions alone are worth the money. Although he states 550 cord is fine, I

would strongly suggest getting 450 cord to do these ties. They fit, fold and tie better to get the

desired affect. Pick this book up now and you will never want to put it down.

Great book! I love the survival patterns (gun sling, rock sling, knife holder, small quiver, and small

bag). Instructions are quite clear and explained well enough so you can alter the pattern according

to your specs and have it come out right the first time. I am new to paracord, so all these knots are

not familiar. JD's photos, when studied closely, show exactly how to make the knots. If I make a

mistake it is usually because I have not studied the photos closely, or rushed through the

instructions. Thanks for the book JD!

Great addition to the YouTube channel. I learned a lot with this book and also Volume 1.

Great ideas and instructions for paracord crafting projects. I've made quite a few of the projects

including the sling and sandals and was very happy with the instructions and the overall end results.

I was relatively clueless on picking up this book, and now I rival my roommates on knots (one is ex

navy, the other a recreational survivalist). I hope to find another book as comprehensive and

technically varied as this.



Great Book!! Very detailed with easy to follow instructions and photo's, I won't go into anymore

detail because other reviews have already said it quite well. Well worth the price!!!
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